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Chapter 5: 
 Modulation Techniques (Part II) 
 
Dr. Abdullah Al-Meshal 

Introduction 

• Bandpass data transmission 
 
• Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK) 

•  Phase Shift Keying (PSK) 

•  Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) 
 
• Multilevel Signaling (Mary Modulation) 
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Bandpass Data Transmission 

•  In communication, we use modulation for 
several reasons in particular: 
▫  To transmit the message signal through the 

communication channel efficiently. 
▫  To transmit several signals at the same time over a 

communication link through the process of 
multiplexing or multiple access. 
▫  To simplify the design of the electronic systems 

used to transmit the message. 
▫  by using modulation we can easily transmit data 

with low loss 

Bandpass Digital Transmission 

• Digital modulation is the process by which 
digital symbols are transformed into wave- 
f o r m s t h a t a r e c o m p a t i b l e w i t h t h e 
characteristics of the channel. 

•  The following are the general steps used by the 
modulator to transmit data 
▫  1. Accept incoming digital data 
▫  2. Group the data into symbols 
▫  3. Use these symbols to set or change the phase, frequency 

or amplitude of the reference carrier signal appropriately. 
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Bandpass Modulation Techniques 

• Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK) 
•  Phase Shift Keying (PSK) 
•  Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) 
• Multilevel Signaling (Mary Modulation) 

� Mary Amplitude Modulation 
� Mary Phase Shift Keying (Mary PSK)  
� Mary Frequency Shift Keying (Mary FSK) 

• Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) 

Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK) 

•  In ASK the binary data modulates the amplitude 
of the carrier signal 
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Phase Shift Keying (PSK) 

•  In PSK the binary data modulates the phase of 
the carrier signal 

Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) 

•  In FSK the binary data modulates the frequency 
of the carrier signal 
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Multilevel Signaling  
(Mary Modulation) 
• With multilevel signaling, digital inputs with 

more than two modulation levels are allowed on 
the transmitter input. 

•  The data is transmitted in the form of symbols, 
each symbol is represented by k bits 
▫ à We will have M=2K    different symbol 

•  There are many different Mary modulation 
techniques, some of these techniques modulate one 
parameter like the amplitude, or phase, or frequency 
 

Mary Modulation 

• Multilevel Signaling (Mary Modulation) 
▫  Mary Amplitude Modulation 
�  Changing the Amplitude using different levels 
▫  Mary Phase Shift Keying (Mary PSK) 
�  Changing the phase using different levels  
▫  Mary Frequency Shift Keying (Mary FSK) 
�  Changing the frequency using different levels 
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Mary Amplitude Modulation 
 

•  In multi level amplitude modulation the 
amplitude of the transmitted (carrier) signal 
takes on M different levels. 

•  For a group of k bits we need M= 2k different 
amplitude levels 

•  Used in both baseband and bandpass 
transmission 
▫  Baseband à Mary Pulse Amplitude Modulation 

(PAM) 
▫  Bandpass àMary Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK)    

Mary Amplitude Modulation 
 
•  Suppose the maximum allowed value for the 

voltage is A, then all M possible values at 
baseband are in the range[-A,A] and they are 
given by: 
  

• And the difference between one symbol and 
another is given by  

� 

vi = 2A
M −1

i − A   ;where  i = 0,1,..M −1

� 

δ = 2A
M −1
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Example 

•  Show how to transmit the message  
 

m=100110001101010111  
 
 Using 8ary Pulse Amplitude Modulation. Find the 
corresponding amplitudes of the transmitted 
signal and calculate the difference between the 
symbols. Given that the maximum amplitude is 
4 Volts 

Example - Solution 

•  Since we will be using 8ary modulation then the 
signal must be divided into symbols each of 3 
bits 

�  Because 2 3 = 8 
•  Therefore  
             m = 100  110   001  101  010   111 
                       S4   S6  S1     S5       S2        S7 
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Example – Solution (Cont.) 

• Amplitude calculations 
 
 

� 

vi = 2A
M −1

i − A  

v4 = 2(4)
8 −1

(4) − 4 = 0.5714   volts

v6 = 2(4)
8 −1

(6) − 4 = 2.8571  volts

v1 = 2(4)
8 −1

(1) − 4 = −2.8571  volts

Example – Solution (Cont.) 

� 

v5 = 2(4)
8 −1

(5) − 4 = 1.7142   volts

v2 = 2(4)
8 −1

(2) − 4 = −1.7142   volts

v7 = 2(4)
8 −1

(7) − 4 = 4   volts
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Example – Solution (Cont.) 

4 Volts 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
-4 Volts 

     100        110        001    101   010      111 

0.57 v 

2.85 v 

- 2.85 v 

1.71 v 

-1.71 v 

4  v 

Example – Solution (Cont.) 

• Difference between each symbol and another can 
be calculated as follows: 

 

� 

δ = 2A
M −1

= 2(4)
8 −1

= 1.1428  volts
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Mary Phase Shift Keying (Mary PSK ) 

•  The phase of the carrier signal takes M Possible 
values namely:  
  
 
 
During each Sampling interval Ts. 
The transmitted signal will have the form:  

� 

θi = 2(i −1)π
M

  ;where  i = 1,2,...M

� 

vi(t) = Acos(wct + 2π
M

(i −1)),  where   i = 1,2,....M

8-ary PSK time-domain signal 
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8-ary signal constellation Diagram 

Signal Constellation Diagram 
•  The receiver decides on which symbol is 

transmitted by dividing the signal constellation 
diagram into decision boundaries. 

• Basically, the receiver compares the phase of the 
received signal with the M reference phases.  

•  It then decides on the phase by choosing the 
closest Reference phase. 

•  For example:  
▫  Received signal : v(t)= A cos (wt + 100) 
�  Closest phase is 90 à the symbol is 010  
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Decision Boundaries of Symbols 

Mary Frequency Shift Keying (Mary FSK ) 

•  The frequency of the carrier signal takes M 
Possible values. 

• M-ary FSK , Will not be discussed in this course. 
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Quadrature Amplitude Modulation 
(QAM) 
• Modulation scheme which conveys data by 

changing (modulating) the amplitude of two 
carrier waves. 

•   These two waves, usually sinusoids, are out of 
phase with each other by 90 degrees  and are 
thus called quadrature carriers. 

•  It is more like a mixture of PSK and ASK 
modulation schemes. 

Quadrature Amplitude Modulation 
(QAM) 
•  It is always easier to study the QAM with the 

help of constellation diagrams. 
• Constellation points are arranged in a square 

grid with equal horizontal and vertical spacing, 
although other configurations are possible.  

• Most common forms of QAM are:16 QAM, 64 
QAM, 128 QAM 

• By moving to a higher-order constellation, it is 
possible to transmit more bits per symbol 
therefore high data rate.  
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Quadrature Amplitude Modulation 
(QAM) 
•  The QAM signal constellation can be divided 

into :  
▫  Rectangular QAM 

� Have a higher bit error rate than the non rectangular 
QAM. 

Quadrature Amplitude Modulation 
(QAM) 
▫  NON- Rectangular QAM 

� Have a lower bit error rate than the rectangular QAM. 
�  Complex to implement. 

•  8 QAM Non-rectangular 
   constellation 
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16 QAM Non-rectangular 
Constellation 

Example: 
Consider the two basis functions of the QAM 

shown below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sketch the waveforms corresponding to the points 

in the following constellations.  
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Answer: 

Constellation: 

Answer: 

Constellation: 
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Answer: 

Constellation: 


